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Right-tailed Testing of Variance for Non-Normal Distributions  
 
                                     Michael C. Long                                         Ping Sa 
                         Florida State Department of Health                Mathematics and Statistics 
                                                                         University of North Florida 
 
 
A new test of variance for non-normal distribution with fewer restrictions than the current tests is 
proposed. Simulation study shows that the new test controls the Type I error rate well, and has power 
performance comparable to the competitors. In addition, it can be used without restrictions. 
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Introduction 
 
Testing the variance is crucial for many real 
world applications. Frequently, companies are 
interested in controlling the variation of their 
products and services because a large variation 
in a product or service indicates poor quality. 
Therefore, a desired maximum variance is 
frequently established for some measurable 
characteristic of the products of a company. 
In the past, most of the research in 
statistics concentrated on the mean, and the 
variance has drawn less attention. This article is 
about testing the hypothesis that the variance is 
equal to a hypothesized value 2oσ  versus the 
alternative that the variance is larger than the 
hypothesized value. This statistical test will be 
referred to as a right-tailed test in further 
discussion. 
The chi-square test is the most 
commonly used procedure to test a single 
variance of a population. Once a random sample 
of  size n is  taken,  the individual values iX , the 
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sample mean X , the sample variance 2S , and 
specified ( 2oσ ) are used to compute the chi-
squared test statistic 222 0/)1( σχ Sn −= , which 
is distributed 2 )1( −nχ  under 0H . The 2χ  statistic 
is used for hypothesis tests concerning 2σ  when 
a normal population is assumed. It is well 
known that the chi-square test statistic is not 
robust against departures from normality such as 
when skewness and kurtosis are present. This 
can lead to rejecting 0H  much more frequently 
than indicated by the nominal alpha level, where 
alpha is the probability of rejecting 0H  when 
0H  is true.  
 Practical alternatives to the 2χ  test are 
needed for testing the variance of non-normal 
distributions. There are nonparametric methods 
such as bootstrap and jackknife (see Efron & 
Tibshirani, 1993). The bootstrap requires 
extensive computer calculations and some 
programming ability by the practitioner making 
the method infeasible for some people. Although 
the jackknife method is easier to implement, it is 
a linear approximation to the bootstrap method 
and can give poor results when the statistic 
estimate is nonlinear.  
 Another alternative is presented in 
Kendall (1994) and Lee and Sa (1998). The 
robust chi-square statistic 2
r
χ  which has the 
form ( ) 22ˆ1 σSdn −  and is chi-square 
distributed with ( )dn ˆ1−  degrees of freedom, 
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ηd  and ηˆ  is the sample 
kurtosis coefficient. The critical value for test 
rejection is 2
,ανχ  where ν  is the smallest 
integer, which is greater than or equal to (n-
1) dˆ . Because dˆ  is a function of the sample 
kurtosis coefficient ηˆ  alone, this could create 
performance problems for 2
r
χ  test with skewed 
distributions. 
 Lee and Sa (1996) derived a new 
method for a right-tailed variance test of 
symmetric heavy-tailed distributions using an 
Edgeworth expansion (see Bickel & Doksum, 
1977), and an inversion type of Edgeworth 
expansion provided by Hall (1983), 
 ( )6/)1()ˆ(/)ˆ( 21 −+≤− xxP βθσθθ  
                         = )/1()( nox +Φ ,              (1) 
where θˆ  is any statistic, and θ , )ˆ(θσ  and 1β  
are the mean, standard deviation and coefficient 
of skewness of θˆ , respectively. )(xΦ  is the 
standard normal distribution function. 
 They considered the variable 22 /σS , 
and the variable admitted the inversion of the 
Edgeworth expansion above as follows:   
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SE
, the coefficient of 
skewness of 2S , provided all the referred 
moments exist. The population coefficient of 
skewness equals 323 )(/ σK = 0 under 
symmetric and heavy-tailed assumptions, and 
the population coefficient of kurtosis equals 
4
4 /σK > 0, where iK  is the 
thi  cumulant (see 
Kendall & Stuart, 1969). This yielded a decision 
rule:  
 
Reject 0H : 2 20σ σ=  versus 202: σσ >aH  if 
6/)1(ˆ 21 −+> αα β zzZ ,                                 (3) 
 
where αz  is the upper α  percentage point of the 
standard normal distribution, 
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where ik  is the 
thi  sample cumulant. 
 They approximated their decision rule 
even further using a Taylor series expansion of 
)(1 Zf −  at a−  where 6/ˆ1β=a . The new test 
became:  
 
Reject 0H  if  
1Z = αzZZaZaZ >−+−− )(2)1( 322 .      (4) 
 
After a simulation study, their study found their 
test provided a “controlled Type I error rate as 
well as good power performance when sample 
size is moderate or large” (p. 51).  
 Lee and Sa (1998) performed another 
study on a right-tailed test of variance for 
skewed distributions.  A method similar to the 
previously proposed study was employed with 
the primary difference being in the estimated 
coefficient of skewness, 1ˆβ .  The population 
coefficient of skewness, 323 )(/ σK , was 
assumed zero in the heavy-tailed distribution 
study and estimated for the skewed distribution 
study. Their study performed a preliminary 
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simulation study for the best form of Z and 
found   
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to be the Z with controllable Type I error rates as 
well as good power performance.  
 Hence, the motivation for this study is to 
develop an improved method for right-tailed 
tests of variance for non-normal distributions. A 
test is desired which works for both skewed and 
heavy-tailed distributions and also has fewer 
restrictions from assumptions. This test should 
work well for multiple sample sizes and 
significance levels. The test proposed uses a 
general Edgeworth expansion to adjust for the 
non-normality of the distribution and considers 
the variable 2S  that admits an inversion of the 
general Edgeworth expansion.  
 A detailed explanation of the new 
method is provided in the next section. In the 
“Simulation Study” Section, the simulation 
study is introduced for determining whether the 
previously proposed tests or the new test has the 
best true level of significance or power. The 
results of the simulation are discussed in the 
section of Simulation Results. Conclusions of 
the study are rendered at the end. 
 
Methodology 
 
Let θˆ  be an estimate of an unknown quantity 
oθ . If ( )on θθ −ˆ  is asymptotically normally 
distributed with zero mean and variance 2σ , the 
distribution function of ( )on θθ −ˆ  may be 
expanded as a power series in n  (see Hall, 
1983),  
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Normal density function and 
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x
duux )(φ  is the Standard Normal 
distribution function. The functions jp  are 
polynomials with coefficients depending on 
cumulants of oθθ −ˆ . 
From Hall (1992), the Edgeworth 
expansion for the sample variance is 
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and 44)( σµτ −−= XE . 
 The variable 2S  admits the inversion of 
the Edgeworth expansion as follows: 
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 To test 22: ooH σσ =  versus 
22: oaH σσ > , one can adapt the inversion 
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formula of the Edgeworth expansion, and the 
result is an intuitive decision rule as follows: 
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where αz  is the upper α  percentage point of the 
standard normal distribution,  
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Simulation Study 
  
Details for the simulation study are provided in 
this section. The study is used to compare Type I 
error rates and the associated power 
performance of the different right-tail tests for 
variance. 
 
Distributions Examined 
 Distributions were chosen to achieve a 
range of skewness (0.58 to 9.49) or kurtosis      
(-1.00 to 75.1) for comparing the test 
procedures. The skewed distributions considered 
in the study included Weibull with scale 
parameter =λ 1.0 and shape parameters = 0.5, 
0.8, 2.0 (see Kendall, 1994), 
Lognormal( )1,0 == σµ , (see Evans, Hastings, 
& Peacock, 2000), Gamma with scale parameter 
1.0 and shape parameters = 0.15,1.2,4.0 (see 
Evans, Hastings, & Peacock, 2000), 10 Inverse 
Guassian distributions with 0.1=µ , scale 
parameters =λ 0.1 to 25.0 with skewness 
ranging from 0.6 to 9.49 (see Chhikara & Folks, 
1989 and Evans, Hastings, & Peacock, 2000), 
Exponential with 0.1=µ  and =λ 1.0 (see 
Evans, Hastings, & Peacock, 2000), Chi-square 
with ν  degrees of freedom (ν = 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 
16, 24), and a polynomial function of the 
standard normal distribution Barnes2 (see 
Fleishman 1978). 
 The heavy-tailed distributions 
considered included Student’s T                    
(ν = 5,6,8,16,32,40), 10 JTB ( )τα ,  distributions 
with ( )1,0 == σµ  and various α , τ values 
including Laplace( α =2.0, τ =1.0) , (see 
Johnson, Tietjen, & Beckman, 1980), and 
special designed distributions which are 
polynomial functions of the standard normal 
distribution: Barnes1 and Barnes3 having 
kurtosis 6.0 and 75.1 respectively (see 
Fleishman 1978). All the heavy-tailed 
distributions are symmetric with the exception 
of Barnes3. Barnes3 has skewness of .374 which 
is negligible in comparison to the kurtosis of 
75.1. Therefore, Barnes3 was considered very 
close to symmetric. 
 
Simulation Description 
 Simulations were run using Fortran 90 
for Windows on an emachines etower 400i PC 
computer. All the Type I error and power 
comparisons for the test procedures used a 
simulation size of 100,000 in order to reduce 
experimental noise. Fortran 90 IMSL library was 
used to generate random numbers from these 
distributions: Weibull, Lognormal, Gamma, 
Exponential, Chi-square, Normal and Student’s 
T. In addition, the Inverse Gaussian, JTB, 
Barnes1, Barnes2, and Barnes3 random variates 
were created with Fortran 90 program 
subroutines using the IMSL library’s random 
number generator for normal, gamma, and 
uniform in various parts of the program. 
 The following tests were compared in 
the simulation study: 
 
1) 2022 /)1( σχ Sn −= ; the decision rule is 
Reject 0H  if 2χ > 2 ,1 αχ −n . 
 
2) 2
r
χ  = ( ) 202ˆ1 σSdn − ; the decision rule is 
Reject 0H  if 2rχ > 2,ανχ , where ν  is the 
smallest integer that is greater than or equal to 
(n-1) dˆ . 
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Six different test statistics were investigated:  
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 The equation 
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 in Z4 is 
the unbiased estimator for ( )2SV  = τ2/n. Sample 
sizes of 20 and 40 were investigated for Type I 
error rates along with the nominal alpha levels 
0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10 for each sample size. 
Furthermore, any test that used αz  also used 
2/)(
,1 αα −+ ntz  and α,1−nt  separately with each 
sample size and nominal level for further 
flexibility in determining the best test. For each 
sample size and nominal level, 100,000 
simulations were generated from each 
distribution. All the tests investigated were 
applied to each sample. The proportion of 
samples rejected from the 100,000 was then 
recorded based on the sample size, nominal 
level, and test procedure.  
 The steps for conducting the simulation 
were as follows: 
 
1. Generate a sample of size n from one parent 
distribution under 0H . 
 
2. Calculate: X , 2S , 3k , 4k , 6k , 1ˆβ , 1ˆB , 2ˆB . 
 
3. Calculate all the test statistics: 2χ , 2
r
χ , Zs, 
Zh, Zn, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, and Z6. 
 
4. Find the critical value for each test 
considered. 
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5. Determine for each test whether rejection is 
warranted for the current sample and if so, 
increment the respective counter. 
 
6. Repeat 1 through 5 for the remaining 99,999 
samples. 
 
7. Calculate the proportion of 100,000 rejected. 
  
 A power study was performed using five 
skewed distributions and five heavy-tailed 
distributions with varying degrees of skewness 
and kurtosis respectively. For each distribution 
considered, sample sizes of 20 and 40 were 
examined with nominal levels of 0.10 and 0.01, 
and k  = 1,2,3,4,5,6, where k  is a constant such 
that the k  is multiplied to each variate. 
 The traditional power studies were 
performed by multiplying the distribution 
observations by k  to create a new set of 
observations yielding a variance k  times larger 
than the 0H  value. Steps 1 through 6 above 
would then be implemented for the desired 
values of k , sample sizes, and significance 
levels. The power would then be the proportion 
of 100,000 rejected for the referenced value of 
k , sample size, and significance level. 
 This method has been criticized by 
many researchers since tests with high Type I 
error rates frequently have high power also. 
Tests with high Type I error rates usually have 
fixed lower critical points relative to other tests 
and therefore reject more easily when the true 
variance is increased. Hence, these tests tend to 
have higher power. 
 Some researchers are using a method to 
correct this problem. With k =1, the critical 
point for each test under investigation is 
adjusted till the proportion rejected out of 
100,000 is the same as the desired nominal level. 
The concept is that the tests can be compared 
better for power afterward since all the tests 
have critical points adjusted to approximately 
the same Type I error rate. Once this is 
accomplished, steps 1 through 7 above are 
performed for each k  under consideration to get 
a better power comparison between the different 
tests at that level of k . 
 The traditional power study and the new 
power study were used to provide a complete 
picture of the power performance by each test.  
 
Results 
 
Type I Error Comparison 
 Comparisons of Type I error rates for 
skewed and heavy-tailed distributions were 
made for sample size 40 and 20 with levels of 
significance 0.10, 0.05, 0.02, and 0.01. 
However, the results are very similar between 
the two higher levels of significance (0.10 and 
0.05) and the same situation holds for the two 
lower levels of significance. Therefore, only 
0.05 and 0.01 levels are reported here and they 
are summarized into Tables 1 through 4. Also, it 
can be observed that the Type I error 
performances are quite similar for the skewed 
distributions with similar coefficient of 
skewness or for the heavy-tailed distributions 
with similar coefficient of kurtosis. Therefore, 
only 11 out of the original 27 skewed 
distributions and 10 out of the 18 heavy-tailed 
distributions studied are reported in these tables. 
For the complete simulation results, please see 
Long and Sa (2003).  
 Comparisons were made between the 
tests 2χ , 2
r
χ  (first and second number in the 
first column), and Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6 with αz , 
2/)(
,1 αα −+ ntz , and α,1−nt as the first, second, 
and third number in the respective column. The 
tests Zn, Z3, Z4, and Z5 were left out of the 
table since they were either unstable over 
different distributions or had highly inflated 
Type I error rates. From Tables 1 through 4, the 
following points can be observed: 
 The traditional 2χ  test is more inflated 
than the other tests for all the distributions, 
sample sizes and significance levels. 
 The 2
r
χ  test does not maintain the Type 
I error rates well for the skewed distribution 
cases. The Type I error rates can be more than 
300% inflated than the desired level of 
significance in some of the distributions. This is 
especially true for the distributions with a higher 
coefficient of skewness. However, the 2
r
χ  test 
performs much better in the heavy-tailed 
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distributions. Although there are still some 
inflated cases, they are not severe. These results 
are understandable since the 2
r
χ  test only 
adjusts for the kurtosis of the sampled 
distribution and not the skewness.  
 The Z2 test’s Type I error rates reported 
in Tables 1 and 2 were extremely conservative 
for most of the skewed distributions. It becomes 
even more conservative when the coefficient of 
skewness gets larger. In fact, the Z2 test is so 
conservative it is rarely inflated for any of the 
skewed or heavy-tailed distribution cases. 
 Similar to the Z2 test, test Zh performs 
quite conservatively in all the skewed 
distributions as well. However, it performs 
differently under heavy-tailed distributions. The 
Type I error rates become closer to the nominal 
level except for one distribution, and there are 
even a few inflated cases. The exception in the 
heavy-tailed distributions is the Barnes3. In this 
case, test Zh is extremely conservative for all the 
nominal levels. 
Under the skewed distribution, the Zs 
test performs well for the sample size 40 and the 
nominal level 0.05. However, the Type I error 
rates become more or less uncontrollable when 
either the alpha level gets small or the sample 
size is reduced. These results confirmed the 
recommendations of Lee and Sa (1998) that Zs 
is more suitable for moderate to large sample 
sizes and alpha levels not too small. Although 
Zs was specifically designed for the skewed 
distributions, it actually works reasonably well 
for the heavy-tailed distributions as long as the 
sample size and/or the alpha level are not too 
small.  
 Generally speaking, the proposed test 
Z6 controls Type I error rates the best in both 
the skewed distribution cases and the heavy-
tailed distribution cases. Only under some 
skewed distributions with both small alpha and 
small sample size were there a few inflated Type 
I error rates. However, the rates of inflation are 
at much more acceptable level than some others. 
 
Power Comparison Results 
 One of the objectives of the study is to 
find one test for non-normal distributions with 
an improved Type I error rate and power over 
earlier tests. It was suspected that tests with very 
conservative Type I error rates might have lower 
power than other tests since it is harder to reject 
with these tests. Because tests Zh and Z2 were 
extremely conservative for the skewed 
distributions, exploratory power simulations 
were run on a couple of mildly skewed 
distributions with Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6 to further 
decrease the potential tests. The preliminary 
power comparisons confirmed our suspicion. 
Both Zh and Z2 have extremely low power even 
when k is as large as 6.0. Therefore, Z2 will not 
be looked at further since Z6 is the better 
performer of the new tests. Also, the Zh test’s 
power is unacceptable, but it will still be 
compared for the heavy-tailed distributions since 
that is what it was originally designed for. The 
results of the preliminary power study are 
reported in Long and Sa (2003). 
 Tables 5 and 6 provide the partial results 
from the new type of power comparisons, and 
Tables 7 and 8 consist of some results from the 
traditional type of power study. Based on the 
complete power study in Long and Sa (2003), 
the following expected similarities can be found 
for the power performance of the tests between 
the skewed and heavy-tailed distributions 
regardless of the type of power study.  When the 
sample size decreases from 40 to 20, the power 
decreases. As the k  in 20σ⋅k  increases, the 
power increases. When the significance level 
decreases from 0.10 to 0.01, the power decreases 
more than the decrease experienced with the 
sample size decrease. As the skewness of the 
skewed distribution decreases, the power 
increases. As the kurtosis of the heavy-tailed 
distribution decreases, the power increases 
overall with a slight decrease from the T(5) 
distribution to the Laplace distribution.  
 The primary difference overall between 
the skewed and heavy-tailed distributions is that 
the power is better for the heavy-tailed 
distributions when comparing the same sample 
size, significance level, and k . In fact, the 
power increases more quickly over the levels of 
k  for the heavy-tailed distributions versus the 
skewed distributions, with a more noticeable 
difference at the higher levels of kurtosis and 
skewness respectively.  
 Some specific observations are 
summarized as follows: 
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 It can be observed that the 2χ test 
performed worst overall with its power lower 
than the other tests’ power based on the new 
power study. There are several cases where the 
2χ  test’s power is lower than the other tests’ 
powers by 10% or more. As can be expected, the 
2χ  test has very good power performance under 
the traditional power study, which provides the 
true rejection power under the specific 
alternative hypothesis. However, since the test 
had uncontrollable and unstable Type I error 
rates, this test should not be used with 
confidence.  
  The 2
r
χ  test has a better power 
performance than the 2χ test in the new power 
study, and it performs as well as the 2χ test in 
the traditional power study. But similar to 
the 2χ , the test is not recommended due to the 
unstable Type I error rates. 
 Differences between the power 
performances of the Z6 and Zs tests are very 
minor, and they are slightly better than the 2
r
χ  
test in the new power study. More than 50% of 
the cases studied have differences in power 
within 2% between any two tests. In the 
traditional power study, the Z6 and Zs tests are 
not as powerful as either the 2χ test or the 2
r
χ  
test for the skewed distributions studied. 
However, they perform quite well also. On the 
heavy-tailed distributions studied, the Z6 and Zs 
tests have very good power performance which 
is constantly as high as the power of the 2
r
χ  
test, and sometimes almost as high as the power 
of the 2χ test. To further differentiate the two in 
the traditional power study, the Z6 test 
performed better than Zs when α = 0.10 and 
worse when α = 0.01. 
  The Zh test is studied only for 
the heavy-tailed distributions. With the adjusted 
critical values on the new power study, Zh has 
the most power among the five tests. However, 
as far as the true rejection power is concerned, it 
has the lowest power in almost all of the cases 
studied.  
 
 
More Comparisons of Type I Error Rates 
Between Zs and Z6 
 After reviewing the results from the 
Type I error rate comparison study and the 
power study, the tests Zs and Z6 are the best. 
Therefore, the two tests were examined for a 
Type I error rate comparison study of sample 
size 30. Looking at the skewed distributions and 
heavy-tailed distributions in Table 9, both tests 
held the Type I error rates well at α =0.10 and α 
=0.05. For the skewed distributions, the Zs test’s 
Type I error rates were much more inflated 
overall for the lower alpha levels of 0.02 and 
0.01. In fact, the number of inflated cases for Zs 
compared to Z6 was more than double. Breadth 
of the inflation was also larger with the Zs test 
having 22% of the cases greater than a 50% 
inflation rate (i.e. 50% higher than the desired 
nominal level), while the Z6 test had none. 
Similar results can be observed for the heavy-
tailed distributions as well. Clearly, the Z6 test 
controls Type I error rates better than the Zs test 
for sample sizes of 30 also. 
 Although most of the Type I error rates 
for the Z6 test are stable, there was some 
inflation. However, the inflation is still within a 
reasonable amount of the nominal level. It 
should be noted that the Z6 test’s Type I error 
rates for alpha 0.01 are in control if α,1−nt  is 
used in the critical values. Therefore, if the 
practitioner is very concerned with Type I error, 
it is recommended that the Z6 test with α,1−nt  
should be used for small alphas. In addition, 
since the method involves higher moments such 
as 6k  and has (n-5) in the denominator of 6k , it 
is recommended that sample sizes of 30 or more 
be used. Even so, the simulation study found the 
Type I error rates for the Z6 test to be reasonable 
for sample sizes of 20. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Type I Error Rates when n=40,  Skewed Distributions 
Distribution                 α =0.01                 
    ______________________ ____   
 
(skewness)             2χ , 2
r
χ     Zs   Zh   Z2   Z6  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
IG (1.0,0.1)   .1616 .0259 .0004 .0001 .0121   
(9.49)    .0429 .0250 .0003 .0000 .0110   
     .0237 .0003 .0000 .0100    
 
Weibull(1.0,0.5)  .1522 .0198 .0012 .0001 .0090   
 (6.62)    .0349 .0188 .0011 .0001 .0082   
     .0177 .0010 .0001 .0074    
 
LN(0,1)               .1325 .0156 .0012 .0001 .0073   
(6.18)    .0274 .0148 .0011 .0001 .0065   
     .0141 .0009 .0000 .0057    
 
IG(1.0,0.25)   .1671 .0192 .0014 .0002 .0093   
(6.00)    .0349 .0179 .0013 .0001 .0082   
     .0168 .0011 .0001 .0074    
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15)  .1704 .0166 .0025 .0003 .0092   
(5.16)    .0322 .0154 .0024 .0003 .0081   
     .0144 .0022 .0003 .0073    
 
IG(1.0,0.5)   .1538 .0135 .0032 .0005 .0077   
(4.24)    .0271 .0126 .0029 .0004 .0069    
     .0117 .0028 .0004 .0061    
 
Chi(1)    .1282 .0113 .0073 .0019 .0094    
(2.83)    .0194 .0102 .0069 .0017 .0085    
     .0094 .0065 .0015 .0077    
 
Exp(1.0)   .0949 .0119 .0115 .0045 .0116    
(2.00)    .0159 .0110 .0109 .0041 .0104   
     .0100 .0103 .0037 .0097    
 
Chi(2)    .0922 .0114 .0114 .0045 .0109    
(2.00)    .0150 .0103 .0107 .0041 .0099   
     .0095 .0100 .0038 .0091    
 
Barnes2   .0716 .0141 .0154 .0079 .0150   
(1.75)    .0127 .0127 .0146 .0072 .0137   
     .0116 .0138 .0065 .0124    
 
IG(1.0,25.0)   .0217 .0102 .0113 .0089 .0107   
(0.60)    .0092 .0090 .0104 .0078 .0095   
     .0081 .0093 .0067 .0084    
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, 
Z2, and Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third numbers in 
column Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 
22
,
r
χχ . 
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Table 1 (continued). Comparison of Type I Error Rates when n=40, Skewed Distributions 
Distribution                   α =0.05 
     _______________ ____  
  
(skewness)             2χ , 2
r
χ     Zs   Zh   Z2   Z6            
______________________________________________________________________________ 
IG (1.0,0.1)   .1859 .0532 .0015 .0007 .0448 
(9.49)    .0761 .0520 .0015 .0007 .0433 
     .0509 .0014 .0006 .0419 
 
Weibull(1.0,0.5)  .1899 .0467 .0037 .0017 .0402 
(6.62)    .0683 .0454 .0035 .0016 .0387 
     .0442 .0033 .0015 .0372 
 
LN(0,1)               .1701 .0415 .0043 .0022 .0362 
(6.18)    .0610 .0404 .0040 .0021 .0347 
     .0392 .0039 .0019 .0331 
 
IG(1.0,0.25)   .1992 .0479 .0446 .0022 .0417 
(6.00)    .0719 .0467 .0437 .0019 .0401 
     .0454 .0418 .0017 .0385 
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15)  .2148 .0486 .0078 .0043 .0430 
(5.16)    .0743 .0469 .0075 .0039 .0412 
     .0454 .0072 .0035 .0397 
 
IG(1.0,0.5)   .1994 .0442 .0094 .0050 .0395 
(4.24)    .0672 .0423 .0090 .0046 .0378  
     .0408 .0087 .0043 .0360 
 
Chi(1)    .1906 .0439 .0203 .0136 .0431  
(2.83)    .0622 .0421 .0197 .0130 .0416  
     .0406 .0191 .0124 .0397 
 
Exp(1.0)   .1583 .0441 .0299 .0229 .0460  
(2.00)    .0559 .0424 .0289 .0218 .0442 
     .0408 .0279 .0209 .0425 
 
Chi(2)    .1557 .0430 .0293 .0226 .0453  
(2.00)    .0545 .0414 .0285 .0214 .0434 
     .0399 .0278 .0204 .0415 
 
Barnes2   .1414 .0485 .0388 .0340 .0531 
(1.75)    .0549 .0466 .0376 .0324 .0511    
     .0451 .0364 .0309 .0493 
 
IG(1.0,25.0)   .0732 .0429 .0407 .0429 .0498 
(0.60)    .0442 .0413 .0390 .0410 .0477 
     .0397 .0376 .0389 .0454 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, 
Zh, Z2, and Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third 
numbers in column Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on 
the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 2. Comparison of Type I Error Rates when n=20, Skewed Distributions 
Distribution                 α =0.01                 
    ______________________ ____   
 
(skewness)             2χ , 2
r
χ      Zs   Zh   Z2   Z6             
______________________________________________________________________________ 
IG (1.0,0.1)        .1215    .0342    .0003 .0003 .0149   
(9.49)         .0443    .0321    .0003 .0003 .0122   
     .0302 .0003 .0002 .0104    
 
Weibull(1.0,0.5)  .1227 .0294 .0012 .0012 .0139   
 (6.62)    .0386 .0270 .0011 .0011 .0115    
     .0249 .0009 .0009 .0098    
 
LN(0,1)               .1082 .0246 .0013 .0014 .0119   
 (6.18)    .0316 .0226 .0012 .0012 .0100    
     .0209 .0010 .0011 .0083    
 
IG(1.0,0.25)   .1295 .0307 .0015 .0015 .0142   
(6.00)    .0406 .0281 .0014 .0014 .0120   
     .0258 .0013 .0012 .0098    
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15)  .1408 .0296 .0024 .0025 .0152   
(5.16)    .0396 .0269 .0021 .0021 .0128   
     .0243 .0019 .0018 .0108    
 
IG(1.0,0.5)   .1272 .0258 .0029 .0030 .0141   
(4.24)    .0336 .0231 .0024 .0026 .0119   
     .0208 .0022 .0023 .0102    
 
Chi(1)    .1096 .0228 .0067 .0079 .0185   
(2.83)    .0265 .0201 .0059 .0070 .0161   
     .0176 .0051 .0061 .0139    
 
Exp(1.0)   .0810 .0203 .0092 .0107 .0191   
(2.00)    .0202 .0175 .0079 .0093 .0165   
     .0153 .0067 .0080 .0144    
 
Chi(2)    .0825 .0206 .0095 .0111 .0196   
(2.00)    .0205 .0180 .0083 .0097 .0168   
     .0156 .0071 .0082 .0145    
 
Barnes2   .0680 .0228 .0127 .0159 .0238   
(1.75)                         .0192 .0198 .0112 .0137 .0206   
     .0171 .0097 .0119 .0180    
 
IG(1.0,25.0)   .0213 .0134 .0105 .0098 .0120   
(0.60)    .0095 .0113 .0087 .0079 .0095    
     .0095 .0072 .0064 .0076    
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for 
Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third 
numbers in column Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) 
on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 2 (continued). Comparison of Type I Error Rates when n=20, Skewed Distributions 
Distribution                  α =0.05 
     _______________ ____  
 
(skewness)                       2χ , 2
r
χ    Zs   Zh   Z2   Z6 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
IG (1.0,0.1)            .1451    .0566    .0014 .0015 .0459 
(9.49)         .0736    .0547    .0013 .0014 .0430 
     .0530 .0011 .0012 .0399 
 
Weibull(1.0,0.5)  .1538 .0534 .0033 .0039 .0444 
(6.62)    .0706 .0514 .0031 .0035 .0412  
     .0493 .0028 .0031 .0385 
 
LN(0,1)               .1377 .0471 .0482 .0057 .0397 
(6.18)    .0603 .0451 .0435 .0051 .0369  
     .0431 .0406 .0046 .0343 
 
IG(1.0,0.25)   .1652 .0579 .0046 .0053 .0473 
(6.00)    .0760 .0552 .0041 .0047 .0437 
     .0528 .0038 .0043 .0407 
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15)  .1805 .0604 .0073 .0079 .0505 
(5.16)    .0575 .0568 .0069 .0072 .0471 
     .0549 .0064 .0064 .0438 
 
IG(1.0,0.5)   .1686 .0560 .0089 .0104 .0484 
(4.24)    .0725 .0535 .0083 .0095 .0446 
     .0509 .0077 .0087 .0416 
 
Chi(1)    .1635 .0545 .0176 .0215 .0523 
(2.83)    .0669 .0515 .0165 .0200 .0486 
     .0484 .0155 .0186 .0455 
 
Exp(1.0)   .1394 .0529 .0260 .0313 .0544 
 (2.00)    .0604 .0496 .0241 .0291 .0506 
     .0468 .0226 .0272 .0473 
 
Chi(2)    .1406 .0543 .0264 .0317 .0565 
(2.00)    .0605 .0511 .0245 .0293 .0524 
     .0482 .0229 .0273 .0489 
 
Barnes2   .1307 .0560 .0342 .0416 .0617 
(1.75)                 .0587 .0530 .0321 .0389 .0577 
     .0499 .0302 .0364 .0542 
 
IG(1.0,25.0)   .0687 .0449 .0377 .0433 .0507 
(0.60)    .0437 .0419 .0349 .0398 .0464  
     .0388 .0322 .0365 .0424 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for 
Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third 
numbers in column Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) 
on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 3. Comparison of Type I Error Rates when n=40, Heavy-tailed Distributions 
Distribution                 α =0.01                
    ______________________ ____   
 
(kurtosis)             2χ , 2
r
χ     Zs   Zh   Z2   Z6             
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Barnes3   .1269 .0167 .0001 .0000 .0060   
 (75.1)    .0280 .0158 .0001 .0000 .0052   
     .0151 .0001 .0000 .0047    
 
T(5)    .0629 .0075 .0084 .0027 .0058   
(6.00)    .0111 .0066 .0079 .0024 .0050    
     .0059 .0074 .0021 .0045    
 
Barnes1   .1081 .0118 .0126 .0021 .0089   
 (6.00)    .0188 .0105 .0119 .0019 .0078   
     .0093 .0111 .0017 .0068    
 
T(6)    .0526 .0085 .0108 .0044 .0075   
(3.00)    .0103 .0076 .0100 .0040 .0067   
     .0067 .0092 .0034 .0059    
 
Laplace(2.0,1.0)  .0608 .0099 .0138 .0043 .0092   
 (3.00)    .0124 .0089 .0130 .0038 .0081   
     .0080 .0120 .0034 .0072    
 
JTB(4.0,1.0)   .0246 .0103 .0127 .0082 .0106   
(0.78)    .0098 .0092 .0118 .0074 .0095   
     .0084 .0109 .0067 .0084    
  
T(16)    .0198 .0103 .0118 .0088 .0104   
(0.50)    .0095 .0092 .0107 .0079 .0092   
     .0083 .0098 .0070 .0083    
 
JTB(1.25,0.5)   .0134 .0102 .0112 .0097 .0108   
(0.24)    .0089 .0091 .0101 .0086 .0095   
     .0081 .0090 .0075 .0083    
 
T(32)    .0139 .0091 .0100 .0084 .0093   
(0.21)    .0083 .0084 .0093 .0075 .0083   
     .0076 .0085 .0067 .0074    
 
JTB(2.0,0.5)   .0061 .0064 .0068 .0060 .0061   
(-0.30)    .0055 .0056 .0059 .0051 .0052   
     .0049 .0052 .0043 .0044    
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, Z2, 
and Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third numbers in column Zs, 
Zh, Z2, and Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 3 (continued). Comparison of Type I Error Rates when 
n=40, Heavy-tailed Distributions 
Distribution                 α =0.05 
     _______________ ____  
 
(kurtosis)                       2χ , 2
r
χ      Zs   Zh   Z2   Z6 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Barnes3   .1554 .0390 .0011 .0003 .0315 
(75.1)    .0590 .0380 .0011 .0002 .0302 
     .0371 .0010 .0002 .0290 
 
T(5)    .1184 .0362 .0262 .0198 .0369 
(6.00)    .0456 .0348 .0254 .0188 .0352  
     .0332 .0247 .0178 .0335 
 
Barnes1   .1786 .0492 .0327 .0201 .0484 
(6.00)    .0655 .0472 .0317 .0190 .0462 
     .0453 .0308 .0179 .0444 
 
T(6)    .1054 .0376 .0310 .0257 .0400 
(3.00)    .0449 .0360 .0300 .0243 .0381 
     .0345 .0290 .0231 .0363 
 
Laplace(2.0,1.0)  .1263 .0417 .0359 .0268 .0449 
(3.00)    .0500 .0400 .0349 .0254 .0431 
     .0385 .0338 .0241 .0413 
 
JTB(4.0,1.0)   .0770 .0447 .0428 .0429 .0506 
(0.78)    .0464 .0429 .0410 .0409 .0487 
     .0414 .0396 .0391 .0466 
  
T(16)    .0683 .0436 .0419 .0438 .0498 
(0.50)    .0448 .0419 .0402 .0420 .0479 
     .0402 .0388 .0401 .0457 
 
JTB(1.25,0.5)   .0577 .0445 .0431 .0481 .0515 
(0.24)    .0441 .0428 .0414 .0459 .0493 
     .0411 .0400 .0442 .0474 
 
T(32)    .0591 .0444 .0434 .0471 .0510 
(0.21)    .0444 .0425 .0419 .0448 .0489 
     .0407 .0402 .0430 .0467 
 
JTB(2.0,0.5)   .0381 .0344 .0355 .0396 .0405 
(-0.30)    .0348 .0327 .0338 .0377 .0385 
     .0312 .0323 .0359 .0366 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, 
Z2, and Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third numbers in 
column Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 
22
,
r
χχ . 
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Table 4. Comparison of Type I Error Rates when n=20, Heavy-tailed Distributions 
Distribution                 α =0.01                 
    ______________________ ____   
 
(kurtosis)             2χ , 2
r
χ Zs   Zh   Z2   Z6             
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Barnes3   .0964 .0241 .0001 .0001 .0076   
 (75.1)    .0290 .0221 .0001 .0001 .0062   
     .0207 .0001 .0001 .0049    
 
T(5)    .0543 .0151 .0072 .0056 .0100   
(6.00)    .0147 .0125 .0060 .0046 .0082   
     .0107 .0052 .0037 .0063    
  
Barnes1   .0590 .0205 .0084 .0059 .0136   
 (6.00)    .0225 .0178 .0072 .0048 .0111    
     .0153 .0062 .0039 .0092    
 
T(6)    .0461 .0146 .0088 .0070 .0110   
(3.00)    .0131 .0122 .0075 .0055 .0088    
     .0104 .0062 .0044 .0070    
 
Laplace(2.0,1.0)  .0053 .0165 .0105 .0083 .0139   
 (3.00)    .0153 .0138 .0089 .0068 .0113   
     .0117 .0077 .0055 .0092    
 
JTB(4.0,1.0)   .0238 .0143 .0115 .0100 .0126   
(0.78)    .0107 .0118 .0096 .0079 .0098   
     .0098 .0081 .0061 .0076    
  
T(16)    .0184 .0128 .0104 .0092 .0108   
(0.50)    .0093 .0106 .0086 .0073 .0084   
     .0089 .0072 .0058 .0066    
 
JTB(1.25,0.5)   .0138 .0138 .0120 .0104 .0115   
(0.24)    .0094 .0114 .0099 .0079 .0087   
     .0096 .0081 .0062 .0069    
 
T(32)    .0134 .0121 .0103 .0087 .0101   
(0.21)    .0079 .0099 .0084 .0066 .0076   
     .0079 .0066 .0050 .0056    
 
JTB(2.0,0.5)   .0059 .0091 .0075 .0054 .0057   
(-0.30)    .0051 .0076 .0059 .0038 .0040   
     .0061 .0046 .0026 .0028    
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, 
Z2, and Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third numbers in 
column Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 
22
,
r
χχ . 
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Table 4 (continued). Comparison of Type I Error Rates  
when n=20, Heavy-tailed Distributions 
Distribution                 α =0.05 
     _______________ ____  
 
(kurtosis)                       2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Zh   Z2   Z6 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Barnes3   .1184 .0430 .0009 .0007 .0319 
(75.1)    .0544 .0414 .0008 .0005 .0294 
     .0397 .0007 .0005 .0268 
 
T(5)    .1034 .0439 .0233 .0249 .0440 
(6.00)    .0489 .0409 .0215 .0225 .0398 
     .0383 .0199 .0206 .0362 
 
Barnes1   .1509 .0570 .0244 .0243 .0544 
(6.00)    .0674 .0537 .0225 .0220 .0496  
     .0502 .0206 .0201 .0456 
 
T(6)    .0968 .0449 .0283 .0228 .0469 
(3.00)    .0482 .0417 .0260 .0279 .0428  
     .0388 .0240 .0254 .0395 
 
Laplace(2.0,1.0)  .1166 .0493 .0303 .0324 .0516 
(3.00)    .0537 .0458 .0281 .0298 .0475 
     .0427 .0261 .0271 .0439 
 
JTB(4.0,1.0)   .0742 .0468 .0386 .0436 .0520 
(0.78)    .0463 .0434 .0361 .0400 .0479 
     .0404 .0335 .0367 .0443 
  
T(16)    .0658 .0440 .0381 .0430 .0494 
(0.50)    .0429 .0408 .0350 .0391 .0454 
     .0377 .0324 .0355 .0415 
 
JTB(1.25,0.5)   .0587 .0457 .0417 .0483 .0529 
(0.24)    .0434 .0420 .0387 .0439 .0483 
     .0391 .0357 .0401 .0441 
 
T(32)    .0583 .0447 .0406 .0462 .0512 
(0.21)    .0430 .0415 .0375 .0421 .0468 
     .0382 .0344 .0382 .0423 
 
JTB(2.0,0.5)   .0387 .0359 .0350 .0394 .0410 
(-0.30)    .0338 .0325 .0320 .0350 .0364 
     .0298 .0291 .0313 .0325 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, 
Z2, and Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third numbers in 
column Zs, Zh, Z2, and Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 
22
,
r
χχ . 
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Table 5. New Power Comparisons for Skewed Distribution Upper-Tailed  
Rejection Region when 20σσ kx =  , significance level 0.100, n = 40 
Distribution                           0.1=k            0.2=k                       0.3=k                  
      _______  ___    ________ ___    ________________     
 (skewness)         2χ , 2rχ    Zs   Z6   2χ , 2rχ   Zs      Z6  2χ , 2rχ   Zs      Z6     
_________________________________________________________  __________ 
Weibull(1.0,0.5) .101       .102     .101   .280      .315   .315    .439    .499    .501  
 (6.62)        .098       .099     .098   .303      .309   .308    .485    .494    .493  
  
Gamma(1.0,0.15)    .099       .098    .100   .318      .339   .344    .490    .523   .528          
(5.16)           .100       .098     .101   .340      .340   .345    .523    .524    .528          
 
IG(1.0,0.6)         .100       .099 .099   .382      .439   .441    .612    .695    .698  
 (3.87)           .100       .099 .102   .432      .437   .447    .685    .694    .703  
 
Chi(2)                 .098       .098 .098   .634      .703   .704    .903    .940    .940         
(2.00)          .098       .098 .100   .697      .703   .708    .937    .940    .941         
 
n = 40 (continued) 
Distribution                  0.4=k   0.5=k   0.6=k  
         ________________      ________________  ________________ 
 (skewness)                        2χ , 2rχ    Zs   Z6     2χ , 2rχ    Zs  Z6    2χ , 2rχ   Zs      Z6 
________________________________________     __________ 
Weibull(1.0,0.5)        .563     .634  .636      .623     .729   .731      .725     .797    .799 
(6.62)                  .619     .629  .629      .715     .725   .725      .784     .793    .794 
  
Gamma(1.0,0.15)       .611     .648  .653      .697     .731   .736      .763     .794    .798 
(5.16)                   .648     .649  .654       .731     .732   .737      .793      .794    .799 
 
IG(1.0,0.6)                     .762     .837  .839       .852     .912   .914      .906      .950    .951 
(3.87)           .828     .836  .842       .906     .912   .916      .946      .950    .952 
 
Chi(2)                           .975     .987  .988       .993     .997   .997      .998      .999    .999 
(2.00)                       .987     .987  .988       .997     .997   .997      .999      .999    .999 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs and Z6 
test using αz , and 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα  critical points (first, and second numbers in column Zs and Z6) and chi-
square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 5 (continued). New Power Comparisons for Skewed Distribution Upper-Tailed Rejection 
Region when 20σσ kx =  , significance level 0.100 
n = 20 
Distribution                           0.1=k            0.2=k                 0.3=k  
                                           _______  ___    ________ ___            ________________    
 (skewness)          2χ , 2rχ    Zs   Z6   2χ , 2rχ   Zs      Z6       2χ , 2rχ   Zs      Z6    
________________________________________________________          ______            ____ 
Weibull(1.0,0.5)  .100       .101 .102      .231     .253  .255      .343    .382      .385        
(6.62)              .101        .100 .101      .248     .251  .254      .374   .380    .384        
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15)  .100       .101 .100      .254     .266  .265      .375      .394    .393        
(5.16)               .100       .101 .100      .263     .267  .266      .389      .395     .394         
  
IG(1.0,0.6)              .099       .098 .101      .295     .331  .340      .459      .519     .531         
(3.87)               .098       .098 .100      .325     .332  .337      .511      .520     .528         
 
Chi(2)               .099       .102 .102      .469     .525  .527       .729      .786    .788         
(2.00)               .099       .100 .098      .514     .521  .519       .777      .783    .781         
 
 
n = 20 (continued) 
Distribution                           4.0k =            5.0k =                                   6.0k =    
                                           ______  ___    ________ ___           ________________   
 (skewness)                    2χ , 2rχ    Zs   Z6   2χ , 2rχ   Zs      Z6   2χ , 2rχ   Zs      Z6
    _________________________________________________________  __________ 
Weibull(1.0,0.5)              .432      .481 .484      .502    .557   .560         .570      .627 .631 
(6.62)             .471      .478 .483      .546    .554   .559         .616      .625 .629 
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15)   .465      .488 .487      .532    .557   .556         .585      .611 .610 
(5.16)          .483      .490 .488      .551    .558   .557         .606      .612 .610 
 
IG(1.0,0.6)            .586      .657 .667      .676    .748   .757         .742      .811 .818 
(3.87)           .648      .658 .665      .739    .748   .755         .802      .811 .816 
 
Chi(2)            .862      .903 .904      .925    .952   .952         .959      .975 .976 
(2.00)             .898      .901 .900      .949    .951   .950         .974      .975 .975 
 
 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs and 
Z6 test using αz , and 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα  critical points (first, and second numbers in column Zs and Z6) 
and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 6. New Power Comparisons for Heavy-tail Upper-Tailed Rejection Region  
when 20σσ kx =  and significance level 0.100 
n = 40 
Distribution              0.1=k              0.2=k            0.3=k                      
  _______  ___                ________ ___         ___________________    
(kurtosis)             2χ , 2
r
χ Zs   Zh   Z6         2χ , 2
r
χ Zs    Zh     Z6            2χ , 2
r
χ Zs  Zh    Z6    
________________________________________________________________  _______ 
Barnes3   .101  .102 .100  .099 .266  .413  .460  .418       .457  .904   .934   .913  
 (75.1)                .099  .098   .098  .097 .381  .405  .457  .416       .874  .898   .933   .912       
 
T(5)                .099  .099 .099  .099 .775  .841  .853  .844       .978  .989   .991   .990  
 (6.00)             .101  .100  .101  .101 .840  .842  .856  .846       .989  .990   .991   .990       
  
Laplace(2,1)   .102  .101  .101  .101 .766  .801  .797  .801       .968  .978   .976   .979       
(3.00)    .101  .102   .102  .101 .798  .801  .821  .801       .978  .979   .980   .979       
 
T(8)       .097  .099   .099  .102 .845  .902  .903  .905       .995  .997   .997   .997       
(1.50)    .099  .101   .098  .102 .901  .904  .903  .905       .996  .997   .997   .997       
 
 
n = 40 (continued) 
Distribution         0.4=k                0.5=k                  0.6=k  
    __________________    ___________________       ___________________ 
(kurtosis)         2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs  Zh    Z6     2χ , 2
r
χ Zs Zh    Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Zh     Z6 
________________________________________      _______ 
Barnes3   .737   .998   .999   .999    .963    1.00 1.00 1.00        .997   1.00   1.00   1.00 
(75.1)               .997   .998   .999    .998    1.00    1.00 1.00 1.00        1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00 
 
T(5)               1.00   .999   .999   .999     1.00   1.00  1.00 1.00        1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00  
(6.00)             .999   .999   .999   .999    1.00   1.00  1.00 1.00        1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00 
 
Laplace(2,1)   .995   .997   .996   .997    .999   1.00  1.00 1.00        1.00   1.00    1.00  1.00 
(3.00)    .997   .997   .998   .997    1.00   1.00  1.00 1.00        1.00   1.00    1.00  1.00 
 
T(8)       1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00    1.00   1.00  1.00  1.00       1.00   1.00   1.00  1.00 
(1.50)    1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00    1.00   1.00   1.00 1.00       1.00   1.00   1.00  1.00 
 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, 
and Z6 test using αz , and 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα  critical points (first, and second numbers in column Zs, Zh, and 
Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 6 (continued). New Power Comparisons for Heavy-tail Upper-Tailed Rejection Region when 
2
0σσ kx =  and significance level 0.100 
n = 20 
Distribution             0.1=k                0.2=k              0.3=k         
  _______  ___                  ________ ___         ___________________    
(kurtosis)          2χ , 2
r
χ Zs  Zh      Z6                2χ , 2
r
χ Zs    Zh     Z6         2χ , 2
r
χ Zs  Zh    Z6  
_______________________________________      _______ 
Barnes3 .100  .099  .099  .100  .217  .302  .323  .314           .355  .733  .778  .763       
(75.1)  .101  .101  .099  .098  .290  .306  .331  .309           .714  .739  .774  .755  
 
T(5)  .102  .102  .101  .101  .584  .646  .662  .648           .868  .907  .914  .908       
(6.00)  .100  .102  .101  .102  .637  .648  .662  .652           .900  .908  .914  .907  
 
Laplace(2,1) .099  .099  .101  .098  .565  .601  .613  .598      .834  .861  .863  .859          
(3.00)  .099  .102  .101  .099  .560  .608  .604  .598      .860  .864  .862  .858 
 
T(8)  .102  .100  .100  .100  .691  .714  .715  .714      .931  .940  .938  .940 
 (1.50)  .101  .102  .098  .098  .714  .716  .714  .711      .940  .941  .936  .939 
 
 
n = 20 (continued) 
Distribution         0.4=k           0.5=k                  0.6=k  
    __________________ ___________________   ___________________ 
(kurtosis)         2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs  Zh    Z6   2χ , 2
r
χ Zs Zh    Z6   2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Zh     Z6 
________________________________________      _______ 
 
Barnes3 .656   .958   .967    .966   .899  .993   .996  .995     .975   .999   .999  .999  
(75.1)  .854   .960   .973    .964   .992  .993   .996  .994     .998   .999   .999  .999 
 
T(5)  .960   .973   .976    .974   .986  .992   .992  .992     .995   .997   .997  .997  
(6.00)  .972   .974   .976    .975   .992  .992   .992  .993     .997   .997   .997  .997 
 
Laplace(2,1) .936   .950   .951    .949   .973  .980   .978  .980     .988   .992   .990  .991 
(3.00)  .950   .951   .950    .949   .980  .981   .986  .980     .992   .992   .992  .991 
 
T(8)  .984   .986   .984    .986   .996  .997   .996  .997     .999   .999   .999  .999 
(1.50)  .986   .986   .984    .986   .997  .997   .996  .997     .999   .999   .999  .999 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, 
and Z6 test using αz , and 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα  critical points (first, and second numbers in column Zs, Zh, and 
Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 7. Traditional Power Comparisons for Skewed Distribution Upper-Tailed Rejection Region 
when 20σσ kx =  , significance level 0.100, n = 40 
Distribution  0.1=k          0.2=k              0.3=k            
           ________ ___       ___ ____ __  ________________  
(skewness)             2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs  Z6 2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs Z6 2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Z6 
__________________________________________     _______ 
Weibull(1.0,0.5)        .207     .078  .078    .464 .270   .272 .638 .448 .452  
 (6.62)           .100     .077  .077    .307 .267   .269 .488 .446 .448   
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15)      .245     .088  .089    .529 .318   .322 .694 .500 .503  
(5.16)           .114     .087  .087    .361 .315   .318 .542 .497 .500  
 
IG(1.0,0.6)         .229      .081  .083    .600 .403   .409 .805 .666 .674  
 (3.87)          .104      .079  .081    .440 .399   .406 .696 .663 .670  
 
Chi(2)          .201      .085  .092    .789 .680   .695 .959 .930 .935  
 (2.00)          .096      .083  .090    .698 .676   .692 .936 .929 .934  
 
n = 40 (continued) 
Distribution   4.0k =          5.0k =            6.0k =            
             ________ ___    ___ ____ __ ________________  
(skewness)       2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs Z6 2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs Z6 2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Z6 
__________________________________________     _______ 
Weibull(1.0,0.5) .749 .585 .589 .822 .687    .691 .870 .762 .766 
(6.62)   .622 .582 .586 .717 .684    .688 .788 .762 .763 
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15) .786 .628 .631 .846 .715    .718 .883 .776 .779  
(5.16)   .664 .626 .628 .746 .713    .715 .802 .774 .776 
 
IG(1.0,0.6)  .902 .818 .823 .948 .899    .903 .971 .942 .944  
(3.87)   .837 .816 .821 .910 .898    .901 .949 .941 .943 
 
Chi(2)   .992 .986 .987 .998 .997    .997 1.00 .999 .999 
(2.00)   .987 .985 .987 .997 .997    .997 .999 .999 .999 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs and 
Z6 test using αz , and 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα  critical points (first, and second numbers in column Zs and Z6) 
and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 7 (continued). Traditional Power Comparisons for Skewed Distribution Upper-Tailed 
Rejection Region when 20σσ kx =  , significance level 0.100, n = 20 
Distribution   0.1=k          0.2=k            0.3=k            
   ________ ___    ___ ____ __ ________________  
(skewness)       2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Z6 2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs Z6 2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Z6 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Weibull(1.0,0.5) .173 .080 .080 .354 .218 .220 .482 .336 .340  
 (6.62)   .097 .078 .078 .245 .214 .215 .364 .332 .334  
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15) .206 .092 .093 .402 .252 .254 .533 .377 .380  
(5.16)   .112 .090 .090 .282 .248 .249 .408 .372 .374  
 
IG(1.0,0.6)  .197 .089 .091 .457 .310 .317 .628 .495 .504  
 (3.87)   .106 .086 .088 .335 .304 .310 .519 .489 .497  
 
Chi(2)   .183 .093 .103 .613 .503 .523 .833 .770 .785  
 (2.00)   .103 .090 .099 .518 .496 .515 .780 .765 .779  
 
n = 20 (continued) 
Distribution          0.4=k           0.5=k            0.6=k  
   ________________ ________________ ________________   
(skewness)       2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Z6 2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs Z6 2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs   Z6 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Weibull(1.0,0.5) .578 .439 .443 .646 .516 .521 .699 .577 .582 
(6.62)   .466 .433 .437 .541 .511 .514 .601 .572 .576 
 
Gamma(1.0,0.15) .615 .471 .473 .677 .546 .548 .722 .601 .604  
(5.16)   .502 .466 .467 .574 .541 .542 .627 .597 .598 
 
IG(1.0,0.6)  .741 .634 .643 .816 .731 .739 .863 .797 .805  
(3.87)   .653 .629 .637 .747 .727 .734 .810 .794 .800 
 
Chi(2)   .924 .893 .901 .964 .949 .953 .982 .973 .976 
(2.00)   .898 .890 .897 .951 .947 .951 .974 .972 .975 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs and 
Z6 test using αz , and 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα  critical points (first, and second numbers in column Zs and Z6) and 
chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 8. Traditional Power Comparisons for Heavy-tail Upper-Tailed Rejection Region  
when 20σσ kx =  and significance level 0.100, n = 40 
Distribution           0.1=k              0.2=k                0.3=k                     
                  ___________________     ___________________       ___________________ 
 (kurtosis)         2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs    Zh    Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ Zs     Zh     Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ Zs     Zh     Z6     
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Barnes3 .171   .066   .005   .065      .432   .312   .116   .317 .840   .827   .666   .846 
 (75.1)  .088   .065   .004   .064      .344   .308   .113   .312 .836   .824   .659   .842  
  
T(5)  .159   .077   .053   .085       .863   .814   .768   .830 .990   .985   .972   .987 
 (6.00)  .086   .076   .052   .083       .820   .811   .765   .827 .986   .985   .971   .987     
 
Laplace(2,1) .178   .087   .067   .097     .857   .784   .736   .799 .954   .973   .958   .976 
 (3.00)  .094   .085   .066   .095     .793   .781   .733   .795 .975   .973   .958   .975  
 
T(8)  .141   .086   .073   .097     .916   .889   .873   .901 .997   .995   .993   .996 
 (1.50)  .090   .084   .071   .095     .891   .887   .871   .899 .995   .995   .993   .996  
 
n = 40 (continued) 
Distribution            0.4=k                   0.5=k      0.6=k  
             _______  ___                _______ ___           ___________________    
(kurtosis)           2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs    Zh    Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ Zs     Zh     Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ Zs     Zh     Z6      
________________________________________________      
Barnes3 .994   .994   .871   .995       1.00   1.00   .894   1.00 1.00   1.00   .907   1.00 
(75.1)  .994   .993   .867   .995       1.00   1.00   .891   1.00 1.00   1.00   .903   1.00 
  
T(5)  .999   .999   .992   .999       1.00   1.00   .995   1.00 1.00   1.00   .996   1.00 
(6.00)  .999   .999   .992   .999        1.00   1.00   .995   1.00 1.00   1.00   .996   1.00 
 
Laplace(2,1) .998   .997   .992   .997       1.00   1.00   .997   1.00 1.00   1.00   .999   1.00 
(3.00)  .997   .997   .992   .997       1.00   1.00   .997   1.00 1.00   1.00   .999   1.00 
 
T(8)  1.00   1.00   .999   1.00       1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00 1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00 
(1.50)  1.00   1.00   .999   1.00       1.00   1.00   .999   1.00 1.00   1.00   1.00   1.00 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, and 
Z6 test using αz , and 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα  critical points (first, and second numbers in column Zs, Zh, and Z6) and 
chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 8 (continued) Traditional Power Comparisons for Heavy-tail Upper-Tailed Rejection Region 
when 20σσ kx =  and significance level 0.100, n = 20 
Distribution           0.1=k             0.2=k                    0.3=k                  
 _______  ___                  ________ ___           ___________________    
 (kurtosis)         2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs    Zh    Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ Zs     Zh     Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ Zs     Zh     Z6      
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Barnes3 .132   .063   .004   .062      .287   .225   .062   .230 .596   .581   .425   .609  
(75.1)              .078   .062   .004   .059      .238   .220   .058   .223 .588   .572   .410   .597  
 
T(5)  .143   .080   .050   .091      .678   .607   .519   .634 .913   .885   .823   .898 
 (6.00)  .086   .077    .047   .087      .614   .600   .508   .626 .888   .882   .815   .894  
 
Laplace(2,1) .164   .090   .061   .102      .679   .584   .482   .609 .895   .852   .769   .864 
 (3.00)  .096   .086   .058   .098      .594   .577   .471   .600 .857   .848   .759   .860  
 
T(8)  .134   .087   .068   .102      .741   .690   .636   .717 .945   .929   .899   .938 
 (1.50)  .090   .084   .065   .098      .692   .682   .627   .710 .931   .927   .894   .936  
 
n = 20 (continued) 
Distribution        0.4=k                                0.5=k        0.6=k  
          _______  ___                  ________ ___           ___________________    
 (kurtosis)         2χ , 2
r
χ  Zs    Zh    Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ Zs     Zh     Z6       2χ , 2
r
χ Zs     Zh     Z6      
_______________________________________________       
Barnes3 .912   .908   .779   .925      .985   .983   .869   .987 .997   .996   .812   .997 
(75.1)  .910   .904   .768   .921      .984   .983   .862   .987 .996   .996   .886   .997 
 
T(5)  .976   .967   .927   .972      .993   .990   .963   .991 .998   .997   .976   .997 
(6.00)  .968   .966   .922   .970      .990   .989   .959   .991 .997   .996   .973   .997 
 
Laplace(2,1) .964   .947   .888   .952      .986   .979   .940   .982 .994   .991   .963   .992 
(3.00)  .949   .945   .881   .950      .980   .978   .935   .981 .992   .991   .959   .992 
 
T(8)  .988   .984   .967   .986      .997   .996   .986   .996 .999   .999   .992   .999 
(1.50)  .983   .983   .965   .985      .996   .995   .984   .996 .999   .999   .991   .999 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs, Zh, 
and Z6 test using αz , and 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα  critical points (first, and second numbers in column Zs, Zh, and 
Z6) and chi-square and robust chi-square test (first and second) on the column 22 ,
r
χχ . 
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Table 9. Comparisons of Type I Error Rates among Zs & Z6 when n=30       
Skewed Distributions 
Distribution    α =0.10  α =0.05  α =0.02  α =0.01 
  _________              __________   __   __ 
(skewness)      Zs Z6  Zs Z6  Zs Z6  Zs Z6 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
IG(1.0,0.1) .0805 .0792  .0549 .0454  .0378 .0224  .0301 .0138 
(9.49)  .0792 .0775  .0534 .0435  .0361 .0206  .0286 .0121 
  .0779 .0759  .0518 .0416  .0348 .0189  .0273 .0108 
 
Weibull(1,0.5) .0802 .0804  .0517 .0437  .0305 .0184  .0234 .0110 
(6.62)  .0788 .0786  .0500 .0416  .0288 .0168  .0219 .0095 
  .0775 .0769  .0484 .0396  .0273 .0150  .0204 .0082 
 
LN(0,1)  .0722 .0729              .0447 .0381              .0256 .0158              .0197 .0091 
(6.18)  .0706 .0710  .0431 .0361  .0243 .0145  .0181 .0078 
  .0693 .0693  .0415 .0342  .0231 .0132  .0166 .0069 
  
IG(1.0,0.25) .0833 .0835  .0512 .0432  .0324 .0198  .0231 .0104 
(6.00)  .0818 .0816  .0494 .0409  .0305 .0181  .0214 .0091 
  .0802 .0797  .0478 .0388  .0290 .0164  .0198 .0079 
 
Gamma(1,.15) .0877 .0890  .0538 .0472  .0298 .0200  .0212 .0110 
(5.16)  .0856 .0863  .0517 .0448  .0280 .0179  .0196 .0098 
  .0837 .0840  .0499 .0427  .0265 .0161  .0178 .0085
  
 
IG(1.0,0.5) .0828 .0864  .0503 .0447  .0264 .0175  .0182 .0101 
(4.24)  .0811 .0833  .0481 .0421  .0245 .0158  .0165 .0090 
  .0803 .0814  .0464 .0397  .0227 .0141  .0149 .0080 
 
Chi(1)  .0886 .0942  .0490 .0477  .0241 .0214  .0155 .0128 
(2.83)  .0864 .0915  .0468 .0453  .0221 .0193  .0138 .0115 
  .0843 .0890  .0448 .0430  .0203 .0176  .0126 .0102 
 
Exp(1.0) .0880 .0970  .0463 .0486  .0229 .0226  .0145 .0141 
 (2.00)  .0857 .0944  .0441 .0459  .0210 .0206  .0129 .0125 
  .0835 .0918  .0420 .0437  .0195 .0189  .0115 .0110 
 
Chi(2)  .0894 .0978  .0472 .0494  .0233 .0230  .0146 .0140 
(2.00)  .0872 .0951  .0450 .0468  .0214 .0210  .0128 .0123 
  .0848 .0930  .0428 .0446  .0196 .0191  .0116 .0111 
 
Barnes2 .0933 .1048  .0518 .0570  .0265 .0284  .0169 .0181 
(1.75)  .0912 .1022  .0497 .0546  .0245 .0262  .0151 .0161
  .0891 .0995  .0474 .0520  .0225 .0240  .0136 .0145 
 
IG(1.0,25.0) .0865 .1021  .0441 .0505  .0204 .0216  .0109 .0112 
(0.60)  .0841 .0990  .0418 .0478  .0185 .0198  .0098 .0094 
  .0816 .0963  .0398 .0452  .0168 .0178  .0087 .0081 
 
Chi(24)  .0868 .1017  .0420 .0483  .0187 .0202  .0110 .0109 
 (0.58)  .0845 .0990  .0399 .0456  .0169 .0180  .0097 .0094 
  .0821 .0963  .0377 .0433  .0153 .0163  .0086 .0079 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs and 
Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third numbers in column 
Zs and Z6).  
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Table 9 (continued). Comparisons of Type I Error Rates among Zs & Z6 
when n=30   Heavy-tailed Distributions 
Distribution    α =0.10  α =0.05  α =0.02  α =0.01 
  _________            _________   __   __ 
(skewness)          Zs Z6  Zs Z6  Zs Z6  Zs Z6 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Barnes3 .0644 .0631  .0390 .0303  .0261 .0135  .0196 .0067 
(75.1)  .0630 .0613  .0379 .0286  .0249 .0121  .0186 .0056 
  .0615 .0596  .0367 .0270  .0238 .0108  .0175 .0047 
 
T(5)  .0795 .0887  .0385 .0388  .0170 .0144  .0103 .0075 
(6.00)  .0775 .0861  .0365 .0365  .0157 .0128  .0088 .0065 
  .0754 .0835  .0347 .0342  .0143 .0113  .0077 .0054 
 
Barnes1 .1014 .1096  .0517 .0507  .0234 .0191  .0146 .0107 
(6.00)  .0988 .1066  .0490 .0477  .0215 .0169  .0128 .0091 
  .0965 .1035  .0468 .0448  .0197 .0151  .0113 .0076 
 
T(6)  .0823 .0932  .0407 .0431  .0180 .0170  .0102 .0088 
(3.00)  .0799 .0903  .0385 .0404  .0163 .0151  .0089 .0075 
  .0777 .0875  .0365 .0381  .0148 .0134  .0078 .0062 
 
Laplace(2,1) .0879 .0911  .0444 .0474  .0203 .0199  .0124 .0113 
(3.00)  .0857 .0893  .0423 .0448  .0186 .0179  .0108 .0098 
  .0836 .0879  .0401 .0422  .0170 .0161  .0096 .0084 
 
JTB(4.0,1.0) .0894 .1045  .0455 .0516  .0203 .0212  .0117 .0114 
(0.78)  .0872 .1008  .0431 .0490  .0185 .0193  .0103 .0099 
  .0851 .0979  .0409 .0461  .0168 .0172  .0092 .0083 
  
T(16)  .0882 .1035  .0441 .0504  .0195 .0205  .0112 .0107
  
(0.50)  .0859 .1007  .0417 .0476  .0179 .0184  .0099 .0092 
  .0836 .0977  .0397 .0450  .0160 .0165  .0087 .0078 
 
JTB(1.25,0.5) .0895 .1059  .0441 .0518  .0190 .0203  .0116 .0114 
(0.24)  .0856 .1017  .0419 .0486  .0172 .0183  .0100 .0098 
  .0827 .0988  .0398 .0459  .0156 .0163  .0087 .0081 
 
T(32)  .0884 .1049  .0436 .0501  .0186 .0196  .0107 .0103 
(0.21)  .0859 .1019  .0415 .0476  .0169 .0175  .0093 .0086 
  .0834 .0992  .0391 .0452  .0151 .0157  .0083 .0074 
 
JTB(2.0,0.5) .0769 .0943  .0350 .0408  .0131 .0131  .0067 .0055 
(-0.30)  .0743 .0903  .0327 .0382  .0117 .0113  .0059 .0044 
  .0705 .0868  .0306 .0355  .0105 .0098  .0049 .0034 
 
NOTE:  Entries are the estimated proportion of samples rejected in 100,000 simulated samples for Zs and 
Z6 test using αz , 2/)( 1, −+ ntz αα , and 1, −ntα  critical points (first, second, and third numbers in column 
Zs and Z6). 
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Conclusion 
 
This study proposed a new right-tailed test of the 
variance of non-normal distributions. The test is 
adapted from Hall’s inverse Edgeworth 
expansion for variance (1992) with the purpose 
to find a new test with fewer restrictions from 
assumptions and no need for the knowledge of 
the distribution type. To this end, the study 
compared Type I error rates and power of 
previously known tests to its own.  
 Of the previous tests and six new tests 
examined by the study, Z6 had the best 
performance for right-tailed tests. The Z6 test 
outperforms the 2χ  test by far while performing 
much better than the 2
r
χ  test on skewed 
distributions and better with heavy-tailed 
distributions. The Z6 test does not need the 
original assumptions for the Zs test that the 
coefficient of skewness of the parent distribution 
is greater than 2  or that the distribution is 
skewed. 
 Additionally, the Z6 test performs better 
overall than the Zs test since Zs performs poorly 
with smaller alpha levels. Test Z6, unlike Zh, 
does not need the original assumptions that the 
population coefficient of skewness is zero in the 
heavy-tailed distribution or that the distribution 
is heavy-tailed. Also, the Z6 test performs better 
for skewed distributions than the Zh test, which 
has low power at lower alphas. Finally, when 
considering the Type I error rates, both 
distribution types, and power, the Z6 test is the 
best in performance overall. The Z6 test can be 
used for both types of distributions with good 
power performance and superior Type I error 
rates. Therefore, the Z6 test is a good choice for 
right-tailed tests of variance with non-normal 
distributions 
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